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Global financial assets = 225 trillion USD 



Size of derivatives market = 710 trillion USD 

BIS Quarterly Review, September  2014 



Size of derivatives market 

 

• The value of the world's financial assets—including all stock, bonds, 
and bank deposits — is about 225 trillion USD 

 

• Over the counter derivatives market has an estimated size of about 
710 trillion USD 

 

How can the derivatives market be worth more than 3 times the 
world's total financial assets? 

 



Derivatives 

 

 

Examples 

forwards/futures, options,  

swaps 

Financial instruments 

Primary 

financial instruments 

 

Examples 

assets, liabilities,  

equities, loans 

A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset of 
one entity and a financial liability or equity instrument of another entity 

Financial Instruments - definition 



A derivative is a financial instrument with all 3 of the following characteristics: 

 

• its value changes in response to a change in a specified underlying 
(e.g. interest rate, financial instrument price, commodity price, foreign 
exchange rate, index of prices or rates, credit rating or credit index) 

 

• it requires no or very small initial net investment (when a derivative 
contract originates, the entity does not pay or collect the notional amount)  

 

• it is settled at a future date (the period from the trade date of the 
derivative transaction to the settlement date is longer than for spot 
transactions, i.e. longer that the ordinary settlement period for standard 
transactions)  

Derivatives 



Why derivatives 

 There is not a single investment bank which does not have a derivatives 
desk. Moreover, now even some non-financial institutions have their own 
derivatives analysts. For example oil companies spend quite a lot of money 
on derivatives research which may seem as an odd activity unrelated to the 
industry’s main business. Why then derivatives are so popular among so 
many? It turns out that different businesses love derivatives for different 
reasons. 

Why derivatives are used? 

 

• To hedge risks 

• To reflect a view on the future direction of the market 

• To lock in an arbitrage profit 

• To change the nature of a liability 

• To change the nature of an investment without incurring the costs of 
selling one portfolio and buying another 



Most commonly used derivatives  

The most used instruments 

• FX forward, FX option (call, put), Forward rate agreement (FRA), … 

• Interest rate swap (IRS), Cross currency swap (CCS), Forward-start 
interest rate swap, Amortizing swap, Accreting swap, Roller Coaster 
swap, … 

• Interest rate option - Cap, Floor, Collar, Swaption, Range Accrual, … 

• Zero cost option strategies - Butterfly, Straddle, Strangle, Bull, Bear, … 

• Structure option - FX barrier, Digital, Asian, … 

• Constant maturity swap (CMS), Credit default swap (CDS), … 

 



Example 1 – Cross currency swap 

COUPON is paid EACH 6 MONTHS (i.e. 2.250%, i.e. 4.5% p.a.) 
 



Example 2 – Interest rate swap 

What kind of derivative is 
this instrument? 

FX option 



Motivation 



Example 1 – Cross currency swap (cont.) 

COUPON is paid EACH 6 MONTHS (i.e. 2.250%, i.e. 4.5% p.a.) 
 
what if 
 
COUPON is paid EACH 3 MONTHS (i.e. 1.125%, i.e. 4.5% p.a.) 

 
 DIFFERENCE IN FAIR VALUE 120 million CZK 



Quantitative methods involved 

Topics often discussed in derivatives valuation: 

 

• expected value, expected return, mean, median 

• standard deviation, historical volatility, exponentially weighted volatility, 

correlation matrix, Cholesky decomposition, Copula function 

• probability concept, joint and conditional probability 

• discrete probability distribution, binomial and Poisson distribution 

• random variable, standard normal distribution 

• time value of money, future value, present value, discount factors 

• sampling method and sampling distribution 

• Markov chain, Markov process, Jump-diffusion process 

 

Many quantitative methods should be combined to compute fair value of 

complex financial instruments, e.g. using Monte Carlo simulation. 



Monte Carlo simulation 

• Monte Carlo simulation are usually more efficient than other methods when 
there are many stochastic variable, provides a standard error for the 
estimates, can handle more complex stochastic processes. 



Structured derivatives  

Structured derivatives is an investment strategy, which is based on 
derivatives, such as a single security, a basket of securities, options, indices, 
commodities, debt issuances, foreign currencies, and/or swaps. 

 

Structured derivatives refers to a group of financial instruments with varying 
terms, payout and risk profiles on a range of underlying assets. 

 

Structured derivative is an instrument that derives its price in a non-linear 
way from multiple derivatives and/or multiple cash instruments. 

 

Two implications: 

1. Banks like structuring such deals because of the fees it provides. 

2. Clients (usually) don't understand the risk related to this type of 
investment. 



Motivation 

“We structure the deal so it won’t 

make any sense to you.” 



Example 3 – Structured product (Inflation) 



Example 4 – Structured product (Equity) 



Complex structured derivatives  

Stochastic instruments: 

• Himalaya - at a given frequency, the level of the best performing 
underlying is locked-in until the end; at maturity, the investor receives 
his capital invested plus the average of the locked-in performances 

• Annapurna - payout equals to the greater of a capital guarantee plus a 
fixed coupon and a participation in the performance of the underlying 
basket, the fixed coupon level and the performance participation rate 
depend on whether and when the worst-performing stock breaches a 
downside barrier, the later the breach, the higher the fixed coupon and 
performance participation rate 

• Kilimanjaro - an enhanced reverse convertible including a capital 
protection. The investor receives a fixed annual coupon if no stock has 
breached the limit on any predetermined observation date 

• Amarante - the yearly rolling average performance (since launch) is 
calculated for thee investment profiles: secure, balanced and dynamic, 
at maturity the investor receives the capital invested plus the best of 
this yearly rolling average performance 



Complex structured derivatives  



Example 5 – Amarante option 

Amarante option - the annual performance is calculated for three 
investment profiles: at maturity the investor receives the best of this 
annual rolling average performance 

• Investment profiles: dynamic (mainly equities), balanced (mix between 
the four asset classes) and conservative (mainly fixed-income). 

• Asset classes: equity markets (Europe, US, Japan, UK, China), fixed 
income, real estate, commodities, etc. 



Example 6 – Himalaya option 

Expectation                     Reality 
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